Wrens Happenings
Many of you received a notice by e-mail on January 23rd that the Wrens airport (65J) was closed:
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It wasn't major construction, but it was more than just maintenance work. There was a contractor there fixing the cracks in
the 3000 foot asphalt runway and the two acre asphalt ramp. They
used a method which some were unfamiliar with. The workers, Ben,
Jerry, and Rodney, used specialized cutters and cut deep grooves
over all the cracks they found. Then they filled in the cuts with a
rubberized bituminous material. When it was noticed by onlookers
that after a couple of days the material sank down some, making a
concave fill, the Georgia DOT inspector said that it's supposed to
Cracks grooved in asphalt
do that – either stay flat or sink down a bit. The bituminous
material's job is to attach itself securely to the asphalt so that a
complete resurfacing of the runway and ramp would not be needed for several years. The last time there
was a re-asphalting was in July of 1999. An interesting bit about the contractors. Their company, Wall
Asphalt Services, Inc., is out of Villa Rica, Georgia, a town just west of Atlanta on I-20. For the past
Cracks fixed!
three years we have had gyro pilots and their gyroplanes from Villa Rica at our Wrens fly-ins. The final
DOT inspections were done by the end of January and the airport was opened.
In addition to the crack filling, the contractors also repainted all the lines,
end numbers, and even the Compass Rose. They did a great job. The lines
are extremely visible. It would be appreciated if someone could fly over the
airport at a fairly high altitude (4,000 – 5,000 foot AGL) to get a photo of
the entire runway/ramp area. This worked back in the late 90s to get an
overview photo then but with a better camera a lower altitude might work.
You will have to bank over sharply so that the runway is not elongated in the
photo, more like a satellite shot. Just send a .jpg or .bmp of the photo to the EAA 172 e-mail address on the front page.

LARGE, TALL FACTORY IN THE MOA
Contractors are almost finished with the first “proppant” factory, a
200,000 square foot manufacturing operation on the route between
Wrens and Louisville, Georgia. PyraMax Ceramics, LLC will invest
$140 million in this operation near Wrens. The company
manufactures and distributes a ceramic pellet, known as “proppant,”
for use in major U.S. oil and gas fields. Proppant is made using
locally mined kaolin clay to manufacture tiny ceramic pellets that will
be used in hydraulic fracture drilling operations in the oil and gas
fields of North Dakota and Texas. The factory is very large, and parts
of it are tall, somewhat like, but larger than, the fractionating towers
one sees at oil refineries. By the end of the year PyraMax will build
another complex next to the current one. In addition, Arcilla Mining
will be mining kaolin for the proppant plant. The plant has aircraft
warning lights, similar to those on cell towers. Fly over it and see
what is happening in the Wrens area.

The unfinished skeletal tops of the 150 foot green screen
building, 250-foot spray fluidizer stack and the 300-foot
kiln exhaust all coming together one piece at a time. The
center crane towers at least 400 feet.

BARNEY FIFE IS ALIVE AND WELL IN DARLINGTON COUNTY, SC
That's what a Missouri commenter said about an incident that happened on July 26, 2012,
involving a 70 year old glider pilot and the local constabulary. The
commenter went on to write “unfortunately there is no 'Sheriff
Andy Taylor' to moderate the unprofessional conduct of these
'
'Barneys'. It also appears that the power plant security people are,
for the most part, legally blind.”
Hundreds of articles and Internet posts have been written about this
Robinson Nuclear
case throughout the world's flying community as well as the general H.B.
Generating Station
public. The gist of the story is that Robin Fleming was arrested for breach of peace after
flying his sailplane over the H.B. Robinson Nuclear Generating. Fleming, 70, had been arrested for breach of peace after
flying his Rolladen-Schneider LS8-18 sailplane noiselessly over the H.B. Robinson Nuclear Generating Station at an
altitude of 1,518 feet MSL—by his estimates, about 1,000 feet over the power plant’s dome—on his way to search for lift
at nearby Lake Robinson. No airspace restrictions were printed on sectional charts; no NOTAM marked the area offlimits. When a woman at Hartsville Regional Airport relayed over the Unicom that law enforcement wanted him to land, he
had flown to that airport and landed, greeted by a swarm of law enforcement vehicles. He was thrown in jail overnight with
11 other inmates.
Robin Fleming, innocent
70 year old sailplane pilot

Remarks from the FAA, FBI, as well as Homeland Security indicate that that his flight was legal. There were no restricted
or prohibited areas. Also, local law enforcement does not have the authority to order an aircraft to land. AOPA General
Counsel Ken Mead said that it is “outrageous under these circumstances to be confined in jail without charges being filed.”
Also, the peace arrest warrant that was finally filed refers to a “No Fly Zone” that does not exist. Darlington County, S.C.,
Sheriff J. Wayne Byrd offered responses to some of the most common critiques from pilots after its publication. Byrd
explained the decisions that led to the breach of peace charge, acknowledged mistaken assumptions that exacerbated the
situation, and said the department had learned lessons on how better to respond in the future in a phone interview with
AOPA Jan. 16. “I’m not taking up for … mistakes that were made, but when you get a call from a facility like that [the
power plant], certain decisions have to be made within minutes and seconds,” Byrd said. Darlington County is between
Camden and Lumberton on I-20/I-95. It's above where I-95 and I-20 merge.
So, if you plan to fly near Darlington County, South Carolina, you may want to reconsider landing at any airport there.
You may even want to route your flight to go around the county. Note that on the February Darlington County
Commission agenda there is is an item for their executive session “Receipt Of Legal Advice Regarding A Potential Claim”.
No description was given but it is possible this is about the glider incident. “We will not stop until we are convinced that
these processes are working [instructing local law enforcement about aviation law, etc.], and preventing this type of
travesty from playing out again,” said AOPA Manager of Aviation Security Tom Zecha.
(Information adapted from multiple sources including a 01/10/13 AOPA article, AOPA ePilot 01/18/13, AVweb/Insider Blog 01/20/13, FLYING eMagazine
01/15/13, pilotsofamerica.com )

FAA RULE WOULD PROHIBIT PILOTS' IN-FLIGHT USE OF iPads OR LAPTOPS
The Federal Aviation Administration is proposing a rule that would require pilots to turn off personal electronic devices in
the cockpit during flights. However, pilots would still be able to use iPads or laptops issued for professional use. Airlines
for America plans to review the proposal and may comment after looking at the proposed rule,
a spokeswoman said.
Since 1981, the FAA prohibits any activity while taxiing, taking off or landing that could
distract pilots from their duties, under what is called a "sterile cockpit" policy when planes are
below 10,000 feet in the air. The new proposal would extend the prohibition against personal
electronics to the entire flight. The rule, which complies with legislation passed last year, was
prompted by an incident in 2009 when two pilots flew 150 miles past their destination while
using their laptops. The rule allows for use of laptops and other devices only if the purpose is
directly related to operation of the aircraft, or for emergency, safety-related or employment-related communications. The
FAA is accepting comments on its proposal until March 18. (Information adapted from multiple sources including AVwebBIZ 01/16/13,
AVwebFLASH 01/17/13, USA Today 01/14/13 )

